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Introduction

This Lexis®Nexis Market Tracker Trend Report looks at market practice across the FTSE 350 for the payment of dividends.
Some of the questions we have addressed in the report include:
>> What mix of final, interim and special dividend payments is made across the FTSE 350?
>> How frequently do FTSE 350 companies pay dividends?
>> How quickly is a dividend payment made following:
>> its first announcement
>> in the case of a final dividend, the date of the AGM notice and the AGM itself, and
>> crucially, the record date?
>> Are companies adhering to the recommended timeframe for payment of dividends set out in the London Stock Exchange
(LSE) Dividend Timetable?
The Lexis®Nexis Market Tracker team has carried out research to answer these questions and uncover details of how FTSE
350 companies are paying final, interim and special dividends to their shareholders. The LSE was interviewed for its views on
the LSE Dividend Timetable (see page 20), and Peter Swabey of ICSA: The Governance Institute (ICSA) contributed to the
methodology of this report. Commentary has been provided by international law firm Pinsent Masons LLP, who must also be
credited for the idea of producing this report in the first place.
The Lexis®Nexis Market Tracker team hopes that this report gives companies and their advisers some clarity on current market
practice for payment of dividends and assistance in navigating an area which is currently lacking in formal commentary and
guidance.
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Scope
This report analyses the announcement and payment of cash dividends by the FTSE 350 index constituents (as quoted at 23
January 2018). All 350 FTSE 350 companies with a financial year ending between 1 July 2016 and 30 June 2017, holding their
annual general meetings (AGMs) between 3 November 2016 and 24 November 2017, are included (the Research Period). The
research includes interim and special dividends paid out during the relevant financial year and final dividends approved at the
AGM after the end of the financial year.

Key highlights
Some of the key highlights from the research in this report are:
>> there were 260 final dividend payments by FTSE 350 companies in the Research Period, comprised of 57 dividends with
options and 203 straightforward cash dividends
>> 56 of the 260 (22%) final dividend payments were made more than 30 business days after the record date although 17 of
those were dividends with options (which have a longer recommended payment timeframe)
>> 39 of the 203 FTSE 350 companies (19%) paying straightforward cash final dividends in the Research Period did so more than
30 business days after the dividend record date, as recommended by the LSE Dividend Timetable
>> 63 of 397 interim dividend payments (16%) were paid over 30 business days after the record date, although 30 of those were
dividends with options (which have a longer recommended payment timeframe)
>> 3 of 28 special dividend payments (11%) were paid over 30 business days after the record date (all 3 being straightforward
cash dividends)
>> a small number of companies used a different procedure for authorisation and payment of final dividends by giving their
directors specific authority to declare and pay final dividends prior to the AGM, rather than going to shareholders for approval
by ordinary resolution
>> across the FTSE 350, special dividends were paid most quickly (the median number of business days from record date to
payment was 20) when compared with interim dividends (21 business days) and final dividends (24 business days)
>> 38 FTSE 350 companies did not pay any form of dividend during the Research Period
>> 288 (82%) FTSE 350 companies paid one or more interim dividends during the Research Period
>> there were 28 special dividends paid during the Research Period
In our interview with the LSE (page 20), we received interesting insights, including:
>> the fact that the LSE monitors companies' payment timeframes and contacts companies who pay outside the
recommendations in the LSE Dividend Timetable, and may even ask those companies to revise and re-announce the dividend
>> the 30 business-day from record date to payment recommendation stems from registrar processing times of dividends, but
are kept under review and could be revised in the future with the move towards more electronic payments
>> the clarification that "Small Shareholder Registers" are generally regarded as those with under approximately
50,000 shareholders
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Types of dividend paid
Looking at the types of dividend being paid during the Research
Period, we found that:
>> 20 companies (6%) paid a final dividend only
>> 216 companies (62%) paid a combination of final and interim dividends
>> 1 company paid a final dividend plus a special dividend
>> 23 companies (7%) paid a combination of final, interim and special
dividends
>> 48 companies (13%) paid only interim dividends
>> 3 companies paid a combination of interim dividends and a special
dividend
>> 1 company paid a special dividend only
>> 38 companies (11%) did not pay any dividends, and
>> overall, 288 FTSE 350 companies (82%) paid interim dividends

Final dividend
A final dividend is recommended by the directors
after the end of the financial year and is then
usually declared by ordinary resolution of the
members at the annual general meeting at which
shareholders also approve the company’s annual
report and accounts. It is the articles (not the CA
2006) that determine the procedure for payment
of a final dividend so it is possible (although
unusual) for the directors to be authorised in the
articles to determine and declare final (in effect,
"final interim") dividends themselves. It is the
annual report and accounts that will be used to
determine the amount of the distribution in the
form of the final dividend to shareholders.

Interim dividend

Dividends by type - FTSE 350

Final only
Final & Interim
Final & Special
Final, Interim & Special
Interim only
Interim & Special
Special only
None

Dividend with options, or straightforward cash dividend?
Companies do not always pay dividends as straight cash payments.
A shareholder might be given options to receive a dividend (whether
final, interim or special) either as a straightforward cash payment or
in alternative forms (known as a dividend with options). Examples
of such options are the participation in the company's dividend
reinvestment plan (DRIP) or scrip dividend scheme, or electing to
receive dividends in another currency. If a company opts to offer
a dividend with options, the announcement of the dividend should
give details of how and by what date shareholders can elect for
an alternative to a cash payment (or how to withdraw a previous
election in a DRIP or scrip scheme). The LSE gives different timetable
recommendations for straightforward cash dividends and dividends
with options (see page 7), and the data in this report distinguishes
between the different forms of payment accordingly.
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The directors of a company can decide during
the course of a financial year to pay an interim
dividend. Subject to the provisions of the articles,
the directors are usually authorised to declare
and then pay the dividend, which needs no further
members’ approval. To ensure that there are
sufficient profits to satisfy the interim divdend,
the distribution will be justified by reference to
the accounts for the previous financial year with a
cross check to any interim financial report that is
available to the board to ensure that trading since
the year end has been profitable or at least has
not depleted the company's retained profits. In
some cases it will be necessary to justify an interim
dividend by reference to properly prepared interim
accounts which need to be filed at Companies
House.

Special dividend
A special dividend is an interim dividend paid
during the course of a financial year, but it is
labelled as a ‘special’ to indicate that it is a oneoff and outside of the company’s usual dividend
payment pattern. Subject to the articles, and like
any other interim dividend, a special dividend is
usually declared by the directors and needs no
further members’ approval.
For more details, see Practice Note: Dividends and
distributions.
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Comparison of FTSE 100 & FTSE 250
We observed very little difference in ratio between the dividend types paid by companies listed on the FTSE 100 in comparison
to the FTSE 250. The most common types of dividend paid were a combination of final and interims (62% for both FTSE 100
and FTSE 250). There was a slightly higher number of FTSE 250 companies not paying any dividend (29 FTSE 250 companies
(12%), compared with 9 FTSE 100 (9%)).
We observed that the sole company paying only a special dividend for the financial year was on the FTSE 250.

Types of dividend
- FTSE
100
Type of dividend
- FTSE
100

Final only
Final & Interim
Final, Interim & Special
Interim only
None

Types of dividend
FTSE 250
Type of dividend
FTSE- 250

Final only
Final & Special
Final & Interim
Final, Interim & Special
Interim only
Interim & Special
Special only
None
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Comparison of industry sectors
There were not any obvious trends emerging from our analyses of dividends paid across industry sectors; most sectors
displayed a spread of dividend types. However, we have summarised our key observations across industry sectors below.

Dividend type
by industrytype
sector*by industry sector
Dividend
Aerospace & Defence (8)
Agriculture & Forestry (1)
Automotive (1)
Banking & Finance (11)
Chemicals (6)
Computing & IT (11)
Construction (17)
Consumer products (7)
Electronics (3)
Energy & utilities (7)
Engineering & manufacturing (17)
Environmental services & waste management (2)
Financial services (32)
Food & beverages (19)
Healthcare (7)
Investment (72)
Media & telecommunications (17)
Mining, metals & extraction (15)
Oil & gas (8)
Pharmaceuticals & biotechnology (8)
Professional services (21)
Property (9)
Retail & wholesale trade (23)
Transport (8)
Travel, hospitality, leisure & tourism (20)
0%

10%

20%

30%

Only

*number of companies in each FTSE 350 industry sector in brackets
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No dividends paid
The Banking & Finance industry had the highest proportion of companies making no dividend payments at all, with 5 of the 11
companies in this industry sector (45%) not making any type of dividend payment in the Research Period. The Pharmaceutical
& Biotechnology and Oil & Gas industries also had quite a high proportion of companies not paying dividends (4 Pharma
companies (38% ) and 3 Oil & Gas companies (38% )).

Final dividends
Of the 20 companies across the FTSE 350 who paid only a final dividend, 9 of these were in the Investment sector.

Interim dividends
Companies classified under the Investment sector were the most likely to pay only interim dividends; 29 of the 51 (57%)
companies in the FTSE 350 paying only interim dividends during the Research Period were concentrated in that sector.
However, this is perhaps not surprising given that this sector is the largest industry sector in the FTSE 350 (with 21% of FTSE
350 companies categorising this as their primary industry activity). One company in this sector also paid interims on a monthly
basis.

in the investment
sector sector
DividendDividend
typestypes
in the
investment

“It is interesting that
those companies paying
Final only
only interim dividends
Final & Interim
seem concentrated in the
Final & Interim & Special investment sector and it
would be interesting to
Interim only
see an analysis of their
Monthly interims
reasons.”
Interim & Special
None

Peter Swabey, ICSA:
The Governance Institute

Special dividends
Shareholders of companies in the Property sector were most likely to receive a special dividend, with 33% of the companies
in this sector paying at least one special dividend during the Research Period. Special dividends were also more common
in the Travel, hospitality, leisure & tourism sector, where 20% of companies paid at least one special dividend during the
Research Period.
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From promise to pocket: Payment of dividends
This section of the report assesses how long it takes FTSE 350 companies to pay dividends to shareholders, with a detailed
assessment of the length of time taken to pay dividends following each of the following events for each type of dividend (final,
interim and special):
>> the initial announcement of a dividend and payment
>> for final dividends, the AGM notice and payment
>> for final dividends, the AGM and payment
>> the dividend record date and payment, and
>> the business days between the dividend record date and payment

What are the requirements for FTSE 350 companies on the timing of
dividend payments?
The LSE Dividend Timetable recommends that:
“Companies should aim to pay straightforward cash dividends within 30 business days of the record date and
dividends with options within twenty business days of the election date. We believe that these timescales are
achievable for all companies and produce advantages for issuers and the market as a whole. In most cases
companies with relatively small shareholder registers should target paying a straightforward cash dividend
within twenty business days of the record date.”
We have distinguished between straightforward cash dividends and dividends with options in the collection of our data
because dividends with options have a potentially longer recommended timeframe for payment. This is because the LSE
recommends dividends with options are paid within twenty business days of the election date, which should be "at least"
ten business days after the record date. This means that a company has a wide discretion to set the election date far longer
than ten business days after the record date, which would result in a longer overall dividend payment schedule in the case of
dividends with options.
Whilst these are only recommendations and not hard and fast rules, the LSE Timetable is very clear, and we expected
our research to prove that most, if not all, FTSE 350 companies would adhere to them. However, there were a number of
companies falling outside of these recommended timeframes. Further details are given in this section of the report, but key
findings include:
>> 39 of 203 (19%) straightforward cash final dividends were paid over 30 business days after the record date
>> Of 397 interim dividend payments made in the Research Period, 63 (16%) were made over 30 business days after the record
date. Of those 63, 30 were interim dividends with options, 5 of which exceeded the 20 business day from the election date
recommendation for payment, and
>> 3 of 28 special dividends were paid over 30 business days after the record date. All 3 were straightforward cash dividends.
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Final dividends

Time elapsed before final dividend payment - FTSE 350
There was a wide variation in the time taken to pay final dividends. The graph below summarises the median number of days
and the range of days for each period assessed, and a more detailed summary of each period then follows.

Time elapsed before final dividend payment - FTSE 350

160
140 Upper

Number of days

120
100
80

quartile
value

X

Lower

60

quartile

40

value

20
0
-20
-40
-60

Days between first
announcement and
final dividend
payment

X

X
X

Days between AGM
notice and final
dividend payment
Days between AGM
and final dividend
payment

Days between
record date and
final dividend
payment

X
Business days
between record
date and final
dividend payment

This box and whisker graph represents the range of days that the 260 companies took to pay final dividends in each of
the periods specified. It shows the median number of days (shown by the line in the centre of the box) and the average
number of days (shown by the X in the box). The box shows the range of days over which half of the companies (ie, the 130
companies falling in the middle of the list when ordered from fewest days to most days) paid their final dividends in each
time period. The vertical line represents the range of days for payment for all other companies falling outside of that central
half, other than the 'outliers' that are represented by dots. The 'outliers' are those companies paying their final dividends in
a number of days that was more than 1.5 times the upper or lower quartile value (as shown above).
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First announcement of final dividend and payment of final dividend
The median number of days between the first announcement of a final dividend and payment was 78 days. However, there was
a wide range spanning from just 35 days to 149 days. Details are set out in the table below.
The industry sectors with the fastest paying companies, on average, following the first announcement of a final dividend were
Investment, Transport and Financial services (64, 74 and 76 days respectively). The industry sectors with the longest payment
period on average were Environmental services & waste management, Computing & IT and Oil & gas (95, 97 and 99 days
respectively).
There were a notable number of companies incorporated in Scotland paying quickly following first announcement of a final
dividend, with 4 of the top 10 fastest payments being made by such companies despite only making up 5% of the FTSE 350.

FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

35 – 149 days

35 - 143 days

35 – 149 days

Average/mean

82 days

83 days

89 days

Median

78 days

80 days

85 days

AGM notice to payment of final dividend
The median number of days from AGM notice to payment of the final dividend was the same across the FTSE 250 and the FTSE
100: 48 days. Details are set out in the table below.
The industry sectors with the shortest time, on average, between the AGM notice and payment were Agriculture & Forestry,
Mining, Metals & Extraction and Electronics industry sectors (48, 48 and 39 days respectively). The industry sectors with the
longest average payment time following the AGM notice were Environmental services & waste management, Computing & IT
and Energy & utilities (73, 70 and 70 days respectively).
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

1 - 115 days

1 - 115 days

2 - 111 days

Average/mean

46 days

44 days

47 days

Median

48 days

48 days

48 days
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AGM to payment of final dividend
There was an interesting finding when reviewing the time between the AGM and the payment of the final dividend. Four
companies paid their final dividend before the date of the AGM, and none of them proposed a shareholder resolution to
approve the final dividend. In effect, the final dividend was paid as an interim dividend.
Usually, companies have an article in their articles of association similar to article 70 of the model articles for public
companies which states that dividends (but not interim dividends) are declared and approved by the shareholders by ordinary
resolution. Common practice is that, in accordance with this article, directors propose a final dividend in the notice of AGM, and
the dividend is then declared and approved by the shareholders at the AGM.
However, the four companies that paid their shareholders prior to their AGM gave their directors special authorisation to
declare and approve final dividends without having to go to shareholders for approval. This means that they can pay their final
dividends more swiftly following the end of the financial year, and before the AGM.

Example wording for article authorising directors to pay final dividends:

“The board may also from time to time pay one or more dividends (as interim or final
dividends) on shares of any class of such amounts and on such dates and in respect of
such periods as it thinks fit.
The industry sectors with the shortest average time between AGM and payment were Investment, Mining, Metals & Extraction
and Agriculture & Forestry (11, 8 and 7 days respectively). The industry sectors taking the longest average time to pay
following the AGM were Environmental Services & Waste Management, Chemicals and Energy & Utilities (36, 30 and 29 days
respectively).

"The declaration of a final dividend by shareholders has been a part of public
company practice for many years and once declared it becomes a debt due to
the shareholder. However, it is extremely rare for shareholders to vote down a
proposed dividend and for a company to default on a payment of dividends, so
perhaps shareholders would prefer early payment to the continuance of these
rights and this research may provoke engagement on this point."
Jonathan Beastall, Pinsent Masons LLP
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

-40 - 75 days

-35 - 75 days

-40 - 70 days

Average/mean

17 days

16 days

18 days

Median

10 days

8 days

12 days
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Record date to payment of final dividend (days)
Before looking at the number of business days between record date and payment (which is the relevant time measure for the
LSE Dividend Timetable recommendations), we assessed the number of days in total.
We found that the median across the FTSE 350 was 33 days. Interestingly, the median number of days for payment following
the record date across the FTSE 100 was longer than across the FTSE 250 (33 days compared to 30 days).

FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

3 - 123 days

3 - 75 days

9 - 123 days

Average/mean

35 days

36 days

34 days

Median

33 days

35 days

30 days

The industry sectors with the shortest average time between the record date and payment of final dividend were Transport,
Healthcare and Environmental Services & Waste Management (24, 27 and 27 days respectively). The sectors with the longest
average number of days between the record date and payment were Energy & Utilities, Consumer Products and Food &
Beverages (45 days, 43 days and 42 days respectively).

Record date/election date to payment of final dividend (business days)

“The data shows there is a large variation in the number of days it takes for
companies to pay a dividend, but I am not sure that I would place too much
significance on the period between the record date and payment date of a
dividend. The LSE recommended timetable is only a recommendation and, if
anything, I would expect market participants to welcome additional time in which
to make the necessary arrangements rather than to have to do so against a short
timetable. I’m not aware of any concern being expressed about this issue in the
market, but it is interesting to see the London Stock Exchange's comments in this
report, especially the indication that their recommended timeframes could even
be reduced.”
Peter Swabey, ICSA: The Governance Institute

As set out above, the LSE Dividend Timetable recommends that companies pay their straightforward cash dividends within 30
business days of the record date and that dividends with options (eg giving shareholders the opportunity to elect for DRIPS or
scrip dividends instead of straightforward cash dividends) should be paid within 20 business days of the election date.
A total of 260 final dividends were paid during the Research Period. 203 were straightforward cash dividends (78%), and 57
were dividends with options (22%).
56 of the 260 (22%) final dividends were paid more than 30 business days after the record date. Of those 56, 17 were dividends
with options (30%) and 39 were cash dividends (70%).
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39 of 203 companies paying a straightforward cash final dividends failed to do so in the LSE's recommended 30 business day
timescale.There was a higher percentage of FTSE 100 companies falling outside of the recommended timeframe, with 12 of
46 companies (26%) paying in a period longer than 30 business days from the record date (compared with 27 of 157, or 17%, of
FTSE 250 companies).
Of the 57 final dividends with options, 13 (23%) did not specify an election date in the announcement of the dividend and we
were unable to collect data in that respect. In several of those 13 cases, the election date was not given because the company
referred to the terms of an existing DRIP or scrip scheme that were no longer publicly available to view, or they referred
shareholders to the company's share registrars for details on the terms of and how to make an election.
Of the 44 companies announcing an election date, 4 (9%) took longer than the LSE's recommended period of 20 business
days from the election date to pay the dividend.
Further details are set out below.
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

2 - 88 business days

2 - 54 business days

7 - 88 business days

Average/mean

25 business days

26 business days

24 business days

Median

24 business days

26 business days

21 business days

> 30 business days after
record date (companies
paying straightforward
cash dividends)

39 of 203 companies (19%)

12 of 46 companies (26%)

27 of 157 companies (17%)

> 20 business days after
election date (dividends
with options, excl.
companies not specifying
election date)

4 of 44 companies (9%)

3 of 23 companies (13%)

1 of 21 companies (5%)
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Of the companies paying final dividends (including cash dividends and dividends with options) outside of the 30 business day
from record date recommendation, most were based in the Professional Services and Financial Services sectors. However,
this must be put into context as there are a high number companies classified in these sectors.

Industry
sectors
companies
paying
finaltodividends
thanLSE
30
Industry
sectorofof
companies
failing
comply more
with the
business
days
after
record
date
Dividend Timetable
Professional services
Financial services
Retail & wholesale trade
Construction
Investment
Consumer products
Energy & utilities
Engineering & manufacturing
Food & beverages
Travel, hospitality, leisure & tourism
Media & telecommunications
Aerospace & Defence
Oil & gas
Chemicals
Mining, metals & extraction
Pharmaceuticals & biotechnology
Property

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Number of companies

Country of incorporation - companies
failing to comply with the LSE Dividend

Country of incorporation of companies paying final dividends more
Timetable
than 30 days
after record date

Canada
England and Wales
Ireland
Jersey
Luxembourg
Scotland

Looking at the spread of countries of incorporation of companies paying cash dividends in a longer timeframe than the LSE
Dividend Timetable recommendations, the majority were incorporated in England & Wales. This was to be expected, as 82%
of FTSE 350 companies in the Research Period are incorporated in England & Wales, and in fact the overall level of compliance
for companies incorporated in England & Wales was high (only 16% failed to pay their final dividends within the LSE
recommended timeframe). In contrast, there was a comparatively high level of non-compliance with the recommendations
amongst companies incorporated in Ireland and in Jersey; 4 of the 6 Irish FTSE 350 companies (67%) and 3 of the 15 Jersey
FTSE 350 companies (20%) did not adhere to the LSE guidelines on payment of dividends.
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Interim dividends
As shown above, we found that most FTSE 350 companies (288, or 82%) paid an interim dividend during the Research Period.

How many interims were paid?
Of the 288 companies that paid an interim dividend, 236 (82%) paid one interim dividend during the financial year and 52
companies (18%) made multiple dividend payments. There were a total of 397 interim dividends paid during the Research
Period. The most interim payments made by any single FTSE 350 company in one financial year during the Research Period was
four, except for one company, which made monthly interim payments.

Number
of interim
dividendpayments
payments made
during
financial
year year
Number
of interim
dividend
made
during
financial
(FTSE 350)
(FTSE 350)

0

1

2

3

4

*excludes monthly interim payments made by one FTSE 350 company

Number
interim
dividends
paid100/FTSE
- FTSE250
100/FTSE 250
Numberof
of interim
dividends
paid - FTSE
180
160

Number of companies

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
FTSE 100

FTSE 250

0

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

1

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

FTSE 100

2
Number of interim dividends paid

FTSE 250

3

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

4

For the purposes of calculating the data in the rest of this section of the report, we looked at each of the interim dividend
payments made.
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Announcement to payment of interim
There was a wide variance in the number of days from first announcement to payment of interim dividends, although the
median was actually shorter than for final dividends (55 days for interims, compared with 78 days for final dividends across the
FTSE 350).
The industry sectors which took the longest to pay an interim dividend following the first announcement of it, on average, were
Environmental Services & Waste Management, Electronics and Aerospace & Defence (98, 90 and 90 days respectively). The
industry sectors making the fastest average payments were Agriculture & Forestry, Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology and
Mining, Metals & Extraction (40, 47 and 50 days respectively).

FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

14 - 215 days

28 - 215 days

14 - 154 days

Average/mean

61 days

66 days

58 days

Median

55 days

57 days

51 days

Record date to payment of interim (days)
There was a shorter median payment timeframe for interim dividends compared with final dividends paid across the FTSE 350
when looking at the number of days between record date and final payment (28 days for interims, compared with 33 days for
final dividends).
The industry sectors that took the longest to make payment following the record date, on average, were Banking & Finance,
Energy & utilities and Consumer products (42, 41 and 40 days respectively). The industry sectors making the fastest payments
on average were Healthcare, Transport and Agriculture & Forestry (22, 23 and 25 days respectively).
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

3 - 123 days

3 - 74 days

6 - 123 days

Average/mean

32 days

35 days

30 days

Median

28 days

35 days

28 days
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Record date/election date to payment of interim (business days)
A higher percentage of interim dividends were paid within 30 business days from the record date than final dividends. In total,
63 of 397 (16%) interim dividend payments were paid in a period longer than 30 business days from the record date, compared
with 56 of 260 (22%) final dividend payments across the FTSE 350. Details are set out in the table below.
Of the 63 interim dividends payments made more than 30 business days following the record date, 33 were straightforward
cash dividends, and 30 were dividends with options, which, as summarised above, have a potentially longer timeframe for
payment (given that the LSE recommends that dividends with options should be paid within 20 business days of the election
date, which should be at least 10 business days after the record date). 8 of the companies paying interim dividends with
options did not specify an election date in the announcement of the dividend (due to the reference to earlier DRIP or scrip
schemes that were not publicly available to view or the referral of shareholders to the share registrars for details). Of the 22
companies giving an election date, there were 5 (23%) that paid in a period of more than 20 business days from the election
date, and therefore exceeding the LSE's recommendations.

FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

2 - 88 business days

2 - 53 business days

5- and 88 business days

Average/mean

23 business days

25 business days

22 business days

Median

21 business days

26 business days

21 business days

> 30 business days after
record date

63 of 397 interim dividend
payments (16%)

26 of 121 interim dividend
payments (21%).

37 of 276 interim dividend
payments (13%).

Overall, the FTSE 250 was faster to pay its interim dividends than the FTSE 100, with the median number of business days
being just 21 between record date and payment, compared with 26 in the FTSE 100 (as illustrated by the graph below)
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We also looked at the frequency of payment to see whether companies making several payments per year are faster payers
than companies making only one interim payment per year (see the graph below). The median came out as very similar
across the board, although out of the companies making a single interim payment in the Research Period, there were far more
that fell widely outside of the median than companies making more than one interim payment. To illustrate, the companies
making a single interim payment had a range of business days from record date to payment spanning from 2 business days to
88 business days, whereas the companies making 2 interim payments in the year had a far smaller range of between 8 to 45
business days.

Record date
to payment
- comparison
of payment
frequency
Record
date to payment
- comparison
of payment
frequency
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Number of days

80
70
1 interim dividend payments

60

2 interim dividend payments
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3 interim dividend payments
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4 interim dividend payments
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X
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X

X

X
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0

Interims vs final dividends – a comparison
As mentioned above, we observed that interim payments were made more quickly than final dividend payments during
Final payments vs interim payments - payment times
the Research Period. The difference was most stark in the greater number of days between the first announcement of the
250
dividend and payment; as shown in the graph below, final dividends had a noticeably longer range of days than interim dividend
payments.
When assessing whether companies had paid their dividends within 30 business days of the record date, there wasn’t such a
big difference between final dividends and interim dividends, as shown below, with interim dividend payments being made, on
200
average, 23 business days after the record date and final dividend payments being made, on average, 25 business days after
the record date.
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Special dividends
Special dividends were paid by just 28 companies in the FTSE 350 during the Research Period (9 FTSE 100 and 19 FTSE 250
companies).
The companies paying the most special dividends were in the Investment, Travel, Hospitality, Leisure & Tourism, Property, and
Financial Services sectors.
Industry
sectors
payingspecial
specialdividends
dividends
Industry
sectors
paying
Travel, hospitality, leisure & tourism
Investment
Property
Financial services
Mining, metals & extraction
Retail & wholesale trade
Media & telecommunications
Construction
Professional services
Chemicals
Banking & Finance
Computing and IT
Energy & utilities
0

1

2

3

4

Announcement to payment of special dividend
The median number of days between announcement and payment of special dividends across the FTSE 350 was identical to
that for interim dividends (55 days). However, for special dividends there was a noticeably larger median number of days in the
FTSE 100 (79) compared to the FTSE 250 (49).
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

20 - 136 days

35 - 136 days

20 - 107 days

Average/mean

60 days

73 days

54 days

Median

55 days

79 days

49 days
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Record date to payment of special dividend (days)
Companies paying special dividends did so in the same time frame from the record date as interim dividends were paid, but
faster than final dividend payments made during the Research Period. The median number of days following the record date
for special dividend payments was 28 across the FTSE 350, compared to 28 for interim payments and 33 days for final dividend
payments.

FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

10 - 91 days

23 - 91 days

10 - 49 days

Average/mean

28 days

33 days

26 days

Median

28 days

26 days

28 days

Record date to payment of special dividend (business days)
Compared to final dividends and interim dividend payments, companies paying special dividends were the quickest payers,
with just 3 of 28 special dividend payments (11%) being paid longer than 30 business days after the record date. All 3 of the
special dividends taking longer than 30 business days were straightforward cash dividends.
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FTSE 350

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Range

8 - 66 business days

9 - 66 business days

8 - 36 business days

Average/mean

21 business days

24 business days

19 business days

Median

20 business days

19 business days

21 business days

> 30 business days
after record date
(straightforward cash
dividends)

3 of 28 special dividend
payments (11%)

1 of 9 special dividend
payments (11%)

2 of 18 special dividend
payments (11%)
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The interview: Views on dividends from the LSE
1. The LSE annual Dividend Timetable sets out a timeframe for payment of straightforward cash dividends, stating
that companies should aim to make payment within 30 days of the record date, or 20 business days for companies with
‘small shareholder registers’. Do you think all FTSE 350 companies are aware of the Timetable and these timing targets for
payment of dividends?

"Issuers have obligations under the Admission and Disclosure Standards to inform the London Stock Exchange
of any corporate action. Accordingly they will be aware (as will their advisers) of certain procedures such as
the Dividend Procedure Timetable that need to be adhered to."
2. Why was 30 business days from the record date chosen as the target period for payment of straightforward cash
dividends?

"The 30 business days timeline was based on Registrar processing times of Dividends. These timelines are kept
under review; with the move towards more electronic payments these could be revised in the future."
3. Do you monitor companies’ compliance with the target payment periods set out in the Timetable? If so, how do you do
so, and how regularly?

"Yes if it is identified that a payment exceeds the recommended period after a record date we will query why
such a gap is needed. Generally most issuers meet the 20 or 30 day period."
4. Are there any consequences for failing to comply with the target timeframes in the Timetable? Do you ever contact a
company in relation to non-compliance with the timeframe?

"Yes, if Dividends are announced with dates that do not fit the timetable, we contact issuers and ask them
to revise and re-announce. London Stock Exchange may request amendments or make alterations to the
Dividend Procedure Timetable at any time, if considered necessary for the purpose of maintaining orderly
markets."
5. What is meant by ‘small shareholder registers’? Is there a definition, or a general rule of thumb as to the number of
shareholders meant by this phrase? Are there companies currently within the FTSE 350 falling within this definition?

"Small Shareholder Registers are generally regarded as those with under approximately 50,000 shareholders."
6. Why was 20 business days from the record date chosen as the target period for payment of straightforward cash
dividends for companies with small shareholder registers?

"As above for the 30 days timeline, this was based on Registrar processing times. These timelines are kept
under review; with the move towards more electronic payments these could be revised in the future."
7. Do you think the type of dividend (ie final, interim or special) should have any bearing on the time it takes the company
to pay shareholders? Why?

"Only perhaps with a Final or Special Dividend where there is an AGM or EGM to be held, but otherwise no, the
type of dividend should not have an impact on the time it takes to pay a dividend."
8.

Are there any words of advice you would give to companies and their advisers in relation to payment of dividends?

"If an issuer is ever in doubt about whether their timetable meets the dates defined in our timetable, they should
always contact us to check before announcing."
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With thanks to our valued contributors:
Martin is based in the London office of Pinsent Masons and focuses solely on advising
listed companies on a wide range of governance issues. Martin is the editor and main
author of the Institute of Directors’ leading publication, The Director’s Handbook,
now in its third edition, and a contributor to the London Stock Exchange’s guide to
Corporate Governance for Main Market and AIM Companies. He also lectures and
writes extensively on governance and corporate law, as well as providing training for the
boards and individual directors of listed companies, the ICAEW and the London Stock
Exchange. He writes a popular one page monthly briefing for listed company directors
and secretaries (available on request to martin.webster@pinsentmasons.com) and
hosts well attended webinars for the firm's clients.

Martin Webster
Partner
Pinsent Masons LLP
Jonathan is also based in the London office of Pinsent Masons and is the senior
advisor to the firm’s corporate practice. He joined the firm in December 2012
having gained almost 30 years' of experience of leading significant public company
transactions at Clifford Chance. Jonathan advises listed and private companies and
investment banking clients on IPOs, equity issues, Listing Rule and general company
law compliance, M&A and reorganisations. A great deal of Jonathan's experience is at
board level and much of it has an international and strategic perspective.

Jonathan Beastall
Senior Adviser
Pinsent Masons LLP
ICSA: The Governance Institute is the professional body for governance. With
125 years' experience, it works with regulators and policy makers to champion high
standards of governance and provide qualifications, training and guidance.

Peter Swabey
Policy & Research Director,
ICSA: The Governance Institute

The Stock Situations Team of the London Stock Exchange reviewed this report
and provided comments in the interview on page 20.
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